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Innovative appointment scheduling is now an easy-to-use and fully-featured solution, from
appointment scheduling and reminders through booking, managing, and tasking. From now and on,

you will be prepared to easily use your calendars no matter what device you use. • Schedule any
number of appointments in just a few clicks from the Calendar view • Easily customize your agenda

using smart reminders, recurrence patterns, and custom date ranges • Automatically create
schedules with daily, weekly, and monthly recurrence patterns • Set up recurring appointments with

much more than 100 patterns such as daily, monthly, weekly, half-weekly, and yearly •
Automatically generate schedules with recurring appointments and recurring tasks • Quickly convert
detailed plans into schedules using Gantt diagrams • Track meetings, team projects, and more with
multiple attendees • See the activity of each scheduled and recurring appointment, as well as get

notified on upcoming events • Create and share appointment sets that can be quickly accessed from
any device and any calendar • Display contents of any appointment set in both a list and timeline

format • Set up custom workflow and routing rules • Add rich notes and tasks to every appointment
• Quickly edit existing tasks, reminders, and notes • Deliver your updates through the Duoserve
support portal for our help at any time. • Track and monitor every appointment using web and

mobile access. • Record activities on each appointment, with the option of automatic reminders and
notifications • Track and monitor your tasks using the Task View and even create reminders for the

upcoming tasks • Share your calendars with others and receive invitations • Import and export
calendars and tasks from Microsoft Outlook • Create custom agendas that can be easily imported or
exported into and out of Duoserve • Monitor your agenda using web and mobile access. • Support

for Google and Office 365 • View the history of your appointments, tasks, and reminders • Customize
the look of the app to your liking with a wide variety of themes • Schedule and manage

appointments from any Windows device • Appointment scheduling done right Duoserve Schedule
Flow includes a rich array of appointment features. It helps you keep a track of your appointments,
track your business tasks, automatically save your tasks and reminders, convert your detailed plans

into schedules, manage multiple calendars, integrate with Google and Microsoft 365. It includes
calendar export and import tools, as well as task management, meeting scheduling, electronic team

collaboration, task-based collaboration, a project
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Duoserve ScheduFlow is a comprehensive, cross-platform and cloud-based utility that provides you
with all the necessary tools and features for thorough appointment scheduling for your staff and your
business. Cloud-based appointment scheduling application that's both easy to install and easy to get
along with One of the main highlights stems from the fact that, since its cloud-based, you can access
your appointment data from anywhere and from a multitude of other mobile devices such as iPhones
and iPads, as well as Android phones and tablets. The deployment process is quite straightforward,
and so is the login process, that requires only little of your time and a valid Duoserve ScheduFlow
account. Once launched, you are greeted by the app's intuitive and well-organized user interface
that might remind you of various Microsoft-vetted Office products. Powerful features and novice-

accessible workflow It should not take too long until you figure out how to add, modify, manage and
even print schedules or appointments, since most of the features are readily accessible from the File

tab, within the app's ribbon toolbar. Of course, you can also set one-time or even recurring
appointments with the custom patterns or daily, weekly, monthly, and yearly recurrences. If you're
aiming for a specific timetable, then you will be happy to hear that Duoserve ScheduFlow enables
you to view the calendar in small slots of 5, 10, 15, 30, and 60 minutes. Increase productivity with

the help of this robust appointment scheduling utility In addition, the application provides you with a
set of extra ways to view your appointments, such as daily view, five-day-work-week view, seven-day

view, monthly view, Time Line/Gantt Chart view, and a Carousel view and what's better you can
quickly print them based on these modes. Last but not least, we should point out that you are

provided with the option to work adjustable reminders which are bound to help you focus better on
the task at hand rather than the upcoming appointment. Efficient appointment scheduling for your

computer and other mobile devices Having said all that, if you're looking for an efficient cloud-based
utility for managing schedules, calendars, contacts, and booking appointments, and mobile

integrations of key importance for you, then Duoserve ScheduFlow should definitely be on the list of
possible candidates. Quite near to its top, we might add. Amarone Verbano, Verbano, Marino
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With Duoserve ScheduFlow, you can easily organize appointments and manage your work. Schedule
your appointments and appointments in your calendar and then save them for easy retrieval. You
can even share your data with your staff and contractors. Duoserve ScheduFlow key features:
Calendars, Calendars, Time, Date, Timetable, Timeline, Event, Booking, Event, etc.... Duoserve
ScheduFlow App helps you to: Create appointments from the calendar, txt file, CSV file or PDF file
easily Manage the event from your device and add multiple events at once Upload from
Google/Calendar or manually add events Enable repeating days, weeks, months, quarters,
semesters, years Configure the recurring calendar and trigger events Display date of the first day,
last day, and the beginning and ending of a specified date range Set the start time, end time,
interval of time and validity of the event Insert event records Retrieve specific events by date or
time The above shows the main features of Duoserve ScheduFlow, we hope you like it, if you like it,
please give us a "1" rating. ................................................................... Sushant AgarwalMagmofree:
Sushant Agarwal 1:11 Zoho Schedules Quick Start Guide Zoho Schedules Quick Start Guide Zoho
Schedules Quick Start Guide What is Zoho Schedules QuickStartGuide?
ZohoSchedulesQuickStartGuide is a step by step tutorial that helps you to start using Zoho
Schedules in a few minutes for both personal and business use. published: 14 Jul 2015 10
Applications to Create and Manage your Own Life Welcome to Getting DisruptedWhen Google
announced they were launching a daily email newsletter called Gmail, everyone thought that they
were crazy. Now, 10 years later they are the market leader in email. Well, today we are launching
our next product and not one, but two new products. First, we are launching a referral program that
allows you to connect our product to anything you are doing on Facebook. So, if you refer

What's New In Duoserve ScheduFlow?

Duoserve ScheduFlow is a comprehensive, cross-platform and cloud-based utility that provides you
with all the necessary tools and features for thorough appointment scheduling for your staff and your
business. Cloud-based appointment scheduling application that's both easy to install and easy to get
along with One of the main highlights stems from the fact that, since its cloud-based, you can access
your appointment data from anywhere and from a multitude of other mobile devices such as iPhones
and iPads, as well as Android phones and tablets. The deployment process is quite straightforward,
and so is the login process, that requires only little of your time and a valid Duoserve ScheduFlow
account. Once launched, you are greeted by the app's intuitive and well-organized user interface
that might remind you of various Microsoft-vetted Office products. Powerful features and novice-
accessible workflow It should not take too long until you figure out how to add, modify, manage and
even print schedules or appointments, since most of the features are readily accessible from the File
tab, within the app's ribbon toolbar. Of course, you can also set one-time or even recurring
appointments with the custom patterns or daily, weekly, monthly, and yearly recurrences. If you're
aiming for a specific timetable, then you will be happy to hear that Duoserve ScheduFlow enables
you to view the calendar in small slots of 5, 10, 15, 30, and 60 minutes. Increase productivity with
the help of this robust appointment scheduling utility In addition, the application provides you with a
set of extra ways to view your appointments, such as daily view, five-day-work-week view, seven-day
view, monthly view, Time Line/Gantt Chart view, and a Carousel view and what's better you can
quickly print them based on these modes. Last but not least, we should point out that you are
provided with the option to work adjustable reminders which are bound to help you focus better on
the task at hand rather than the upcoming appointment. Efficient appointment scheduling for your
computer and other mobile devices Having said all that, if you're looking for an efficient cloud-based
utility for managing schedules, calendars, contacts, and booking appointments, and mobile
integrations of key importance for you, then Duoserve ScheduFlow should definitely be on the list of
possible candidates. Quite near to its top, we might add. Duoserve ScheduFlow Testers For those
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